ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Human upright standing is inherently unstable. Small changes in body orientation with respect to gravitational acceleration produce a destabilizing torque that tends to accelerate to body away from the earth vertical. To detect small deviations from an upright body position, multimodal integration of vestibular, visual and somatosensory information is required [1] [2] [3] . Thereafter, corrective torques are produced to reduce body deviation with respect to vertical [4] . As a result, misinterpreting the direction of the gravitational acceleration because of an incorrect reference orientation can lead to perceptual errors that threaten balance control. To ascertain proper balance control, accurate perception of the earth vertical is crucial. It is likely that stimulation of one of the sensory system (i.e., visual, proprioceptive or vestibular) or impairment in one of these sensory systems could alter the internal representation of the earth vertical [5] [6] [7] .
Barbieri et al. [8] demonstrated that Achilles tendon vibration alters the postural perception of vertical; it tilts the subjective vertical backward. Mechanical vibration to muscles or tendons generates proprioceptive information that is incongruent with the actual body position. Therefore, while standing upright, ankle tendons vibration leads to body sways known as vibration-induced postural response [9] . The direction of the vibration-induced postural sway depends upon the vibration side [9] . This has been observed with the vibration of several muscles along the body axis [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . For instance, when vibration is applied to the Achilles tendon, muscle spindles of the gastrocnemius and soleus muscles respond as if stretched, that is, as if the individual was leaning forward. To compensate for this illusion, the individual sways backward. In contrast, vibration applied to the tibialis anterior muscles causes forward sway. It has been suggested that this vibration-induced postural response aligns the whole body with the backward or forward tilted of the subjective vertical [8] .
Among the sensory signals allowing to build an internal representation of the earth vertical, the vestibular system, through utricular otoliths, provides information about head alignment with respect to gravity. Extension of the head-neck system alters the optimal working range of the utricular otoliths [15] . Thus, during Achilles tendon vibration, altering the orientation of the head-neck system should reduce the accuracy of the internal representation of the vertical and perception of body sways. It is acknowledged that standing upright in absence of vision with the head-neck extended alters balance control more than with the head-neck flexed [16, 17] . The reduced effect of head-neck flexion on balance control could entail that in this posture, the subjective perception of body sway is less influenced compared to head-neck extension. It is unknown, however, whether changing the orientation of the head-neck during Achilles tendon vibration reduces the accuracy of the internal representation of the earth vertical to a greater extent compared to neutral head-neck orientation. When Achilles tendon vibration starts or stops, the sudden change in sensory signals (i.e., sensory transition) requires sensory reweighting to adjust the weight of each sensory signal, and produce corresponding balance motor commands (i.e., corrective torque) to reduce body sway [18] [19] [20] . During sensory transition, it is likely that the sensory reweighting mechanisms need an accurate perception of body sways with respect to earth vertical to assign proper weight to vestibular, visual and somatosensory information [21] .
The aim of the present study was to assess if modifying the orientation of the headneck alters balance control during a sensory transition. It is suggested that altering the head-neck orientation should create uncertainty about the alignment of the head-centric and the body-centric coordinate systems resulting in a less accurate internal representation of the earth vertical and perceived body sways. Because sensory transition requires rapid sensory reweighting, it is hypothesized that misinterpretation of the earth vertical during this period, thus suboptimal subjective perception of body sway, should lead to larger body sway immediately following vibration onset or offset. To assess balance control, we calculated the root mean square (RMS) value of the scalar distance between the center of pressure (COP) and the center of gravity (COG); it has been suggested that this parameter is sensitive to changes in the control system [22] . When the head-neck orientation is flexed or extended compared to the normal head orientation, a larger RMS value of the scalar distance between the COG and the COP immediately following the onset or the offset of Achilles tendon vibration, would confirm that inaccurate internal representation of the earth vertical during a sensory transition alters the sensorimotor control mechanisms leading to larger body sway.
METHODS

Participants
Thirty-five young adults, who were unaware of the hypothesis, were recruited.
Participants reported no history of neurological diseases, vestibular disorders or signs or symptoms of cervical spine diseases. They all gave their informed consent according to the institutional review board. Participants were randomly assigned to one of three kg, mean age = 21.5±3.5 years). The vibration-evoked postural response decreases drastically within 1-2 trials [23] . When using a within-subject design, the results of each condition are influenced by the other conditions that were presented previously [24, 25] .
This effect of sequence has been observed in the study of Barbieri et al. [8] . Therefore, different participants were involved in each group to avoid an effect of sequence. Head Post-vibration (34.82 -45 s). Because a change in head orientation could cause neck muscle tension, a 2-min rest period was allowed every eight trials or whenever the participant expressed a desire to rest. In addition, a head support (i.e., a modified rigid collar) was used to minimize neck muscle fatigue for the head extension group only.
Participants were instructed to close their eyes before the trial onset and to adopt a relaxed standing posture.
During the Vibration interval, Achilles tendons were vibrated to evoke a vibrationinduced postural response. The vibrators (n=2) consisted of unbalanced masses fixed at both extremities of DC motors rotating at 70 Hz; each motor was inserted into a plastic cylinder and the amplitude of the mechanical oscillation was ~1 mm. The vibrators were fixed on the Achilles tendons by means of rubber bands. Applying vibration to a muscle tendon specifically activates the muscle spindle primary endings [26, 27] . The activation and the deactivation of the vibrators were computer controlled. None of the participants had experienced tendon vibration before.
Data acquisition and processing
An AMTI (model OR6-5) force platform was used to assess balance control. The force platform signals were amplified (AMTI, model MSA-6) prior to being sampled at 8
The COP displacements along the medio-lateral (ML) and anterior-posterior (AP) axes were calculated from the reaction forces and moments of the platform. An electromagnetic sensor (TrakStar model, Ascension Technology, Milton, VT, USA) was attached at the sacrum (height of the superior iliac crest) to estimate the kinematics of the center of mass (COM). Another electromagnetic sensor was fixed to the headband worn by the participants. Data were analyzed using Matlab 2014b (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA). All data were filtered using a zero-lag 4th order low-pass Butterworth filter (cutoff frequency 6 Hz). Although COP data along the ML and AP axes were computed, only those along the AP direction were analyzed because vibratory stimulation of the Achilles tendon induces body sway mostly along this axis [28] . Before the Achilles tendon vibration onset, the scalar distance between the COP and COG position was close to zero ( Fig. 1, right panel) . Immediately following vibration onset and offset (i.e., ~2.5-s windows), however, the scalar distance increased suggesting that altering ankle proprioception momentarily impaired balance control.
Because ankle tendon vibration induces larger body sway than during normal upright standing, the assumption that participants swayed as an inverted pendulum first needed to be verified. Using the equation describing the inverted pendulum model (Eq. 1), the horizontal acceleration of the COM (i.e.,  To check for this possibility, a one-way ANOVA compared group means.
RESULTS
The analysis of the RMS value of the scalar distance (COP-COG) for the 2. To assess whether these group differences persisted beyond the first three trials, the group means (all trials) for the RMS value of the scalar distance ( )  COP COG immediately after Achilles tendon vibration offset were compared (Fig. 2 -right panel) .
The ANOVA demonstrated that altering the head-neck orientation influenced 
DISCUSSION
The aim of this study was to assess if changes in head-neck orientation would influence the balance control during sudden change in the sensory condition (i.e., sensory transition). It is acknowledged that proper balance control requires accurate perception of body sways. Because altering the orientation of the head-neck, during Achilles tendon vibration, could influence the internal representation of the earth vertical and the subjective perception of body sways, it was hypothesized that immediately following Achilles tendon vibration onset or offset, impaired balance control should be observed.
During these sensory transition epochs, altering the natural alignment of the head-neck orientation could add uncertainty about the alignment of the head-centric and the bodycentric reference frame and hinder the sensorimotor control processes allowing proper balance control.
Ankle proprioception senses the orientation of the legs with respect to the support surface while cutaneous receptors in the sole of the foot respond to motion of the COP (and thus to changes in the ground reaction force) as the body sways [37, 38] . In contrast, the vestibular and visual systems provide information about head kinematics with respect to the earth-vertical and the visual world, respectively. These signals, from different reference frames, are integrated and contribute for creating an internal representation of the earth vertical and for perceiving body sways which are used by the sensorimotor control mechanisms to control balance [39] . Consequently, uncertainty in the internal representation of the earth vertical and subjective perception of body sway would likely lead to balance control impairments. Our results reveal that only immediately following the vibration offset, the change in the alignment of the vestibular and proprioceptive reference frames altered sensorimotor control; the RMS value of the scalar distance (COP-COG) was greater for the head-neck extension and flexion groups compared to the normal group (i.e., head in natural orientation). This group difference was present during the first trials (i.e., mean of the first three trials) and it sustained across trials (mean of all trials). Results from several studies have reported an asymmetry in the body sway response dynamics following sensory transition [19, 40] . For instance, transition to sensory conditions presenting a greater challenge to balance control showed faster changes in body sway responses compared with transitions to less challenging conditions.
It is possible that balance control was uninfluenced by head-neck orientation immediately following vibration onset because the amount of error in the internal representation of the earth vertical was not large enough. In contrast, immediately following vibration offset (i.e., following ~35-s of Achilles tendon vibration with the head-neck either extended of flexed), the accumulation of error in the internal representation of the earth vertical was likely large enough to alter the sensorimotor control processes. Another possibility to explain this difference would be that adding sensory information (i.e., transition from vibration to post-vibration intervals) requires to reweigh the sensory information based on the reliability of each reference frame. This process would take longer time compared to when one sensory information is removed [41] . Because of sensory redundancy, removing sensory information would alter less the sensorimotor processes.
In conclusion, during sudden change in sensory information, change in head-neck orientation likely cause unreliable internal representation of the earth vertical and less accurate subjective perception of body sways resulting in suboptimal balance control.
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